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General Guidelines 

Typed, double spaced 

1” margins all around 

Times New Roman 12 point 
font 

Three sections of paper—title 
page, body, references 
(generally no abstract unless 
otherwise specified by your 
professor) 

 

 



+ General Guidelines 

Each paragraph indented  (use Tab) 

On subsequent pages, only the running head in 
all caps appears in the upper left corner, flush 
left (remove “Running head” and colon) 

Numbering—pages are numbered consecutively 
starting with 1 on the title page 

On first page after title page, restate the full title, 
centered, uppercase and lowercase, double 
spaced (NOT bold), at the top of the page 



+ 
EXAMPLE:  Title Page 



+ Contents (The Body) 

  Aim for smooth, clear and logical communication        
(having someone else read it, putting your manuscript 
down and returning to it later, and reading it aloud can 
help). 

  Use transitional language within and between paragraphs, 
and use verb tense consistently. Past tense for literature 
review, present tense for discussing implications. 

Economy of expression—say only what needs to be said 

Paraphrasing is more desirable than direct quotations 



+ 
EXAMPLE: Body (1st page) 



+ General Content Guidelines 
(The Body) 

Quotations must include reference AND page 
number(s) (from the original source) 

Quotations shorter than 40 words are in text, in double 
quotation marks 

Quotations 40 words or more require a block 
quotation, indented 5 characters from the left margin 

Periods and commas are placed inside quotation marks 

Use numerals to express numbers 10 and above. Use 
words to express numerals below 10 and when 
beginning a sentence: 

     Forty students improved, three did not improve, 
 and 25 remained unchanged. 

 

 



+ In Text Citations 

Follow the author-date method of in-text citation: 
The author’s  last name and year of publication 
should appear in text followed by a corresponding 
complete reference on the References page. (Smith, 
1997) 

Use italics for the titles of publications stated 
(within text). In general, use italics infrequently 

 In cases of multiple authors, join the authors’ 
names with the word “and” if you are referring to 
them in the text; join the authors’ names with an 
ampersand (&) if you are referring to them in a 
parenthetical citation 

 

 



+ In Text Citations 

One work, one author: 

  Johnson (2010) found that locus of control… 

  Student retention at doctoral level institutions (Jones,  
 2008)… 

One work by two authors: Cite both names every time the 
reference occurs in the text: 

  Smith and Jones (2008) reported that… 

  Epidemiological samples were found to be consistent 
 (Packer & Rupert, 2004). 

 

 



+ Reference List 

 In the back of the paper, on a separate page titled 
References, list all the sources cited and quoted in the 
paper 

 Make sure you list ALL your sources referred to in the 
body of the paper 

 All references listed alphabetically, by first author’s last 
name 

 Only author’s last name and initials are provided (invert 
all authors’ names) 

 



+ 
EXAMPLE:    References 


